
The most frequent information I look for is 
related to budgeting and forecasting and the 
finance processes - how other companies, big 
companies, execute these processes. You can 
find a lot of  helpful information in the APQC 
Knowledge Base.

- Martin O D’Acosta Ruiz, Innovation Advisor, CEMEX
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APQC provides targeted financial management resources to help you ensure 
that your processes are properly designed, executed, and governed. Our 
benchmarks and best practice research will help you identify gaps in 
your performance, show you the financial consequences of those 
gaps, and give you the best practices to improve.  

We are the largest source of benchmarks, process and performance 
assessments, and best practice data to improve the efficiency of your 
core finance and accounting processes. Based on our more than 40 
years of expertise and experience, we provide content and data that 
addresses all areas of financial management.
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Resources for your finance organization to respond to the call 
to add value.
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APQC SUPPORTS YOUR 
FINANCE TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
Organizations are streamlining and automating their finance processes to 
transform from merely a reporting function, to one that works with the business 
to plan for the future. APQC has the resources to help you from the beginning:

START WITH A STRONG FOUNDATION — no matter what 
you’re doing, you have to have standardized processes to 
improve. Map current processes and/or systems to a process 
framework such as APQC’s Process Classification Framework® 
(PCF) to get a clearer view of what work is currently performed 
by whom, where, and when.

IDENTIFY AND CLOSE PERFORMANCE GAPS — learn 
where your business processes stack up against the competition 
using APQC’s benchmarking tools including comprehensive 
assessments and quick-access benchmark data that show you 
where you’re ahead or underperforming.

DELIVER EFFECTIVE CHANGE — experts warn that the first, 
large hurdles to be jumped involve systems integration, process 
standardization, and staff training. APQC’s research addresses 
the need for new knowledge and analytical tools, increased staff 
productivity, and systems harmonization. 

Process frameworks 
are the most utilized 
tool/technique for 
finance process 
improvement efforts.
APQC’s Process Classification 
Framework® creates a common 
language for organizations to 
communicate and define work 
processes comprehensively and 
without redundancies. 

LEARN MORE 
Don’t waste time reinventing the wheel. Contact APQC to learn more about 
how to makes best practices come to life for your organization.


